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ABN: 32 160 178 656 

 

9 December 2021 

General Manager 
Midwestern Regional Council 
86 Market Street 
PO Box 156 
Mudgee NSW 2850 

Dear General Manager, 

RE: AMENDMENT TO DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION DA 302/2021 
DECOMMISSIONING OF UPSS AT PROPOSED LUE CAFÉ 
24 COX STREET, LUE, NSW 

A development application (reference DA 302/2021) was submitted to Midwestern Regional 
Council (MRC) by Mr Anthony McClure (the Proponent) for a change of use of the existing 
commercial premises at 24 Cox Street, Lue, NSW to a Café.  An underground petroleum storage 
system (UPSS) was identified by MRC in its preliminary assessment of the DA and MRC requested 
that the UPSS be decommissioned, and the surrounding land assessed for contamination prior to 
consideration of the proposed change of use.   

1 Proposed Amendment 

Ground Doctor Pty Ltd (Ground Doctor) has been engaged by the Proponent to decommission the 
UPSS features and to conduct a validation assessment with regard to potential land contamination.  
We are requesting that DA 302/2021 be amended to include the proposed UPSS decommissioning 
and validation assessment works.  The nature of the proposed decommissioning and validation 
works are outlined in this letter.   

The existing commercial building located adjacent to the UPSS is a heritage listed item.   

2 Regulatory Context for Proposed Works 

The NSW Protection of the Environment Operations (UPSS Regulation) 2019 outlines requirements 
for installing, using and decommissioning UPSS within NSW.  The UPSS identified at the site is 
not in use and is not intended to be returned to use in the foreseeable future.  In the context of the 
NSW Protection of the Environment Operations (UPSS Regulation) 2019 the UPSS is “abandoned”.   

The NSW Protection of the Environment Operations (UPSS Regulation) 2019 requires abandoned 
UPSS to be decommissioned.  The NSW Protection of the Environment Operations (UPSS 
Regulation) 2019 also requires that decommissioning works are validated by an appropriately 
qualified person.  For the UPSS site to be validated the appropriately qualified person must be 
satisfied that the UPSS has not impacted to subsurface in a manner which may pose an unacceptable 
risk to human health or the environment.   
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In the context of contaminated land assessment, the existing and proposed use of the land is 
“commercial”.   

3 UPSS Information 

Ground Doctor conducted a site inspection on 28 July 2021 to identify the UPSS components for 
the purposes of assessing options for decommissioning and subsequent validation.   

Ground Doctor identified the following UPSS features: 

 An underground storage tank (UST).   

 A fill/dip point located directly above the tank. 

 A fuel pump and dispenser. 

 A vent riser.   

There was no dipstick in the UST.  A service location probe was used to find the ends of the tank 
and the tank depth was used to estimate the tank diameter.  The UST was estimated to be 
approximately 2200L (500 gallons) capacity.  This capacity UST would typically be 2.2m long and 
have a diameter of approximately 1.2m.  The tank contained approximately 100L of old petrol at 
the time of inspection.   

The fuel pump and dispenser were situated approximately 1m west of the UST fill/dip point, 
immediately adjacent to Cox Street.  A fuel suction line will connect the dispenser to the top of the 
UST.   

A vent riser was mounted to the façade of the building approximately 1.5m south east of the fill/dip 
point.  The vent is likely connected to the southern end of the UST.   

The area above the UST was sealed with concrete.  Concrete over and surrounding the UPSS 
features appeared to be more recent than concrete beneath the awning further to the north, 
suggesting that the concrete was not laid as part of the original building.   

Photographs of the UPSS area are presented as Attachment A.   

4 UPSS History 

Ground Doctor requested a search of the SafeWork NSW dangerous goods licensing database to 
identify information relevant to the UPSS.  SafeWork NSW found several records for the site and 
these records are presented as Attachment B.   

The earliest record was an application to store dangerous goods at the site dated 1925.  The most 
recent records were dated in the early 1990’s.  The records indicated that the site featured a single 
500 gallon (approximately 2200L) UST, a small drum shed and up to 50,000 rounds of ammunition.  
The absence of additional USTs in the SafeWork records indicates that the identified UST is likely 
to be the only UST present at the site.   

The facade of the building indicates that the building was constructed in 1913.  The earliest 
application to store petrol was dated 1925.  Therefore, it is likely that the building existed prior to 
installation of the UPSS.  If the UPSS was able to be installed without compromising the integrity 
of the adjacent building then it should be possible to remove the UPSS features without 
compromising the integrity of the building.   
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5 Proposed Work Methodology 

The following sections provide a summary of the proposed work methodology for the UPSS 
decommissioning works and associated validation assessment.   

5.1 Relevant Guidelines and Standards 

The UPSS will be removed in accordance with Australian Standard 4976-2008 "The Removal and 
Disposal of Underground Petroleum Storage Tanks" and the NSW Department of Environment, 
Climate Change and Water (DECCW) (2010) "UPSS Technical Note: Decommissioning, 
Abandonment and Removal of UPSS".  Validation and waste classification sampling will be 
conducted in accordance with minimum requirements outlined in the NSW EPA (2014) "Technical 
Note: Investigation of Service Station Sites".  Validation Reports for each site will be prepared in 
accordance with the NSW DECCW (2010) "UPSS Technical Note: Site Validation Reporting".   

5.2 Safety, Health and Environment 

A task specific Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS) would be prepared for the works to 
minimise the risk of injury to Ground Doctor, its sub-contractors and the public.  The SWMS will 
also minimise risk of damage to property and the environment.  Site specific risk assessments (Job 
Safety Analysis) would be completed prior to commencing each day. 

5.3 Work Site Demarcation 

Prior to commencing work the work area will be defined using temporary barricade material.  This 
is considered an appropriate level of protection given the location of the UPSS within a low traffic 
environment.  Traffic control will be engaged to manage traffic on Cox Street during site works.   

5.4 Underground Services 

Prior to commencement of decommissioning works Ground Doctor will conduct a Dial Before You 
Dig utility search for the work area prior to commencing work.   

5.5 Disconnection of Electricity 

A qualified electrician will be engaged to disconnect electricity supply to the fuel dispenser, or to 
confirm that it has previously been disconnected.   

5.6 Disconnect and Remove Dispenser 

The fuel dispenser will be unbolted from its mount.  The dispenser will be lifted from its mount and 
loaded onto a truck for recycling or disposal.   

5.7 Traffic Control 

Ground Doctor will engage an appropriately qualified company to prepare a traffic control plan and 
to implement the plan during decommissioning of the UPSS.   

5.8 Cut Concrete Above Tank and Around Dispenser 

A demolition saw will be used to cut concrete around the extent of the proposed excavation work.  
This will minimise potential for concrete to be damaged beyond the extent of the work area, and/or 
for vibrational damage during hammering to be transferred into the heritage building.   
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Concrete inside the saw cut lines will be broken with a hydraulic hammer.  Broken concrete will be 
stockpiled next to the work area for later disposal as “general solid waste”.   

A protective screen will be draped in front of the heritage wall and window during hammering to 
minimise potential for concrete chips to impact and damage the heritage building.   

5.9 Expose Tank and Lines 

An excavator will be used to carefully uncover the top of the tank and to expose the fuel suction 
line and vent line.   

5.10 Release Fuel Line Valve 

The non-return valve on top of the tank will be released to allow fuel to drain from the fuel line into 
the tank.  This will prevent spills when the lines are removed.   

5.11 Empty Liquid From Tank 

Any remnant liquid will be removed from the UST prior to removal to minimise the risk of spilling 
fuel or contaminated water during the works.  The tank will be cut open to ensure thorough liquid 
removal prior to tank transport and destruction.   

Ground Doctor will engage an appropriately licensed liquid waste collection and recycling company 
to collect and dispose of liquid waste.   

5.12 Removal of Lines 

Fuel and vent lines will be disconnected from the top of the tank.   

The fuel line will be removed in full.   

The vent line is mounted in concrete immediately adjacent to the heritage building. The vent line 
will be cut level with the concrete and at the edge of the tank excavation.  A small section of the 
vent line will be left in-situ to minimise potential damage to the nearby building façade.   

5.13 Excavate Around the Tank 

Soil will be removed from around the tank to loosen the tank and allow it to be removed.  Excavation 
would focus on the western side of the tank (away from the building) to minimise ground 
disturbance next to the building.   

Concrete anchors will be removed if they are present.   

5.14 Removal of Tank 

The top of the tank will need to be exposed to allow assessment of whether or not the tank can safely 
be removed.  If safe to do so, the tank will be lifted from the ground using the excavator.  The tank 
will be loaded onto a truck for transport to a location where the tank will be destroyed and disposed 
as scrap steel.   

5.15 Contingency – Fill Tank In-situ 

If the tank cannot be safely removed it will be cut open and filled in-situ with sand-cement slurry.   
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5.16 Excavation of Backfill Sands 

If the tank can be removed the loose fill (backfill sands) surrounding the tank will be removed from 
the excavation to allow the base and walls of the excavation to be inspected and to allow collection 
of validation samples.   

5.17 Validation Sampling 

Following the removal or filling of the tank validation samples will be collected from the walls and 
base of the tank pit where possible.  Ground Doctor will attempt to collect samples at the rates 
specified in Table 1, where possible.   

Table 1:  Minimum Sampling Rates 

Location Sample Requirements 

UST Excavation Floor One per excavation, or one per 70 m2, whichever is greater 

UST Excavation Walls One per pit wall, or one per 8.5 linear metres, whichever is greater 

Fuel Dispensers One sample beneath each former fuel dispenser location 

Underground Fuel Line One per 5 m of line 
(excluding the length of fuel line above the tank excavation) 

Remote Fill Point One per remote fill point 

Imported Fill One per 25 m3 of soil 
(where certification cannot be provided by the supplier)   

Excavated Spoil for Re-use or Disposal One per 25 m3 of soil 

Samples from all excavations will be collected using the excavator for safety reasons.  Standard 
sampling procedures for this method will be employed to ensure that the soil collected has not been 
in direct contact with the excavator bucket.   

If the tank cannot be safely removed, soil will be assessed by hand excavating boreholes around 
each side of the tank to the extent practicable.   

5.18  Stockpiling of Excavated Material 

Material excavated from the UPSS area will be stockpiled next to the excavation temporarily.   

Excavated spoil will be placed back into the excavation once validation sampling is complete 
irrespective of its contamination status.  Spoil will remain in the excavation until laboratory results 
have been received and it can be assessed for suitability to remain at the site or be classified for off-
site disposal.   

5.19 Waste Classification 

Excavated spoil will be assessed for re-use or offsite disposal.  Excavated spoil will be sampled at 
a rate of 1 sample per 25m3 of excavated spoil.  Spoil samples will be analysed for the analytes of 
concern from the corresponding UPSS.   

Analytical results for spoil samples will be compared to the threshold concentrations for sensitive 
land use as published in the National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) 
Measures 1999 (NEPM 1999, amended 2013) Schedule B(1) ‘Guidelines on the Investigation 
Levels for Soil and Groundwater’.  If concentrations of contaminants of concern are below the 
appropriate threshold concentrations the soil can be re-used on site.   

If concentrations of contaminants of concern are above the appropriate threshold concentrations the 
soil can be classified for off-site disposal.  If the soil is to be disposed off-site it will be classified 
using the NSW EPA (2014) Waste Classification Guidelines.  
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5.20 Reinstatement of Excavation 

Ground Doctor recommends that the excavation be reinstated immediately after the UPSS has been 
removed, and validation samples collected.  This will stabilise the ground and eliminate potential 
for an open excavation to fill with water.   

Imported fill would be placed into the excavation in layers and compacted using a small hand 
operated vibrating plate compactor.  The excavation would be backfilled level with the adjacent 
ground surface so that the site can be left safe until laboratory analytical data is available to confirm 
soil status.   

5.21 Reinstatement of Concrete 

Concrete that is removed during the decommissioning works will be reinstated at the completion of 
works and confirmation of validation assessment results.  Replacement concrete will be to a 
standard similar to the area removed and is likely to be approximately 100mm thick with one layer 
of steel reinforcement, doweled into the surrounding slab.   

5.22 Validation Assessment 

Field observations and analytical data will be used to inform the validation assessment.  Where 
observations of the UPSS condition and soil condition around and beneath the UPSS features 
indicate that there are no unacceptable risks to human health or the environment the works will be 
validated.   

Given the proximity of the UST to the heritage building it is unlikely that soil could be remediated 
by excavation.  If unacceptable hydrocarbon impacts are identified in soil, or visual evidence of 
contamination indicates that groundwater has potential to be impacted, then it may be necessary to 
conduct additional assessment focusing on potential exposure pathways of concern at the site, 
assuming future use as a café.  This may include assessment of groundwater and/or assessment of 
soil vapour beneath the floor of the existing building or immediately adjacent to the building.   

Ground Doctor will adopt Health Investigation Levels (HILs), Health Screening Levels (HSLs), 
Ecological Screening Levels (ESLs) and Management Limits outlined in the National Environment 
Protect Council (NEPC) (1999) National Environment Protection (Assessment of Contamination) 
Measure (NEPM) (revised April 2013) as a preliminary criterion for assessment of validation data.   

5.23 Validation Reporting 

At the completion UPSS decommissioning works and any subsequent remediation works Ground 
Doctor will prepare a validation report for the works, as required by the Protection of the 
Environment Operations (UPSS) Regulation 2019.  The validation reports will meet all of the 
minimum requirements of the NSW EPA namely, NSW DECCW (2010) "UPSS Technical Note: 
Site Validation Reporting" and the NSW EPA (2020) “Guidelines for Consultants Reporting on 
Contaminated Sites”. 
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5.24 Environmental Controls 

5.24.1 Noise 

Noise impacts of the works will be limited to operation of an excavator and a small number of truck 
movements (refer to Section 5.24.3).  The excavator will operate a hydraulic hammer for a period 
of approximately 10 minutes whilst breaking concrete.   

Work will be conducted between the hours of 7am and 6pm to minimise noise impacts to 
neighbours.   

5.24.2 Sediment 

Sediment risks to the environment will be eliminated to the extent practicable by the following.   

 Works are expected to be completed in a short time frame to minimise the time that the 
ground is disturbed.  Excavated material is likely to require stockpiling at the surface for a 
period of less than 4 hours.   

 Work will be conducted during a period of fine stable weather.  This will minimise the risk 
of precipitation occurring whilst ground disturbance exists. 

 Any excavated material will be placed immediately adjacent to the excavation to minimise 
the footprint of works and ensure it can be used to reinstate the excavation in a timely 
manner.   

 Any excavated soil will be placed back into the excavation if work ceases overnight.   

 Excavations will be backfilled at the completion of the decommissioning work.   

In the event of unforeseen circumstances which may result in potential sediment risks straw bales 
will be used around any stockpiled soil to minimise potential movement of excavated soil.     

5.24.3 Traffic Movements 

Traffic movements associated with the works include the following. 

 Mobilisation and demobilisation of machinery.  This will be limited to one truck and trailer 
combination.   

 A vacuum tanker will be used to remove liquid waste from the tank in a single trip.   

 A single load of concrete waste will be transported from the site to a waste disposal facility.  
This is likely to be a small sized tipper.   

 A single load of scrap steel (the destroyed UPSS) will be transported from the site.   

 A single load of imported fill will be required to backfill the excavation.   

The proposed truck movements are likely to occur in a single day and will cause only minor 
inconvenience to users of Cox Street.  Existing traffic levels on Cox Street are very low.   
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6 Relevant Qualifications 

6.1 Licensed Demolition Contractor 

Civil works associated with the UPSS decommissioning will be subcontracted to A W Foster Pty 
Ltd.  A W Foster Pty Ltd hold a NSW SafeWork Restricted Demolition Licence (No. 210052) which 
authorises it to decommission chemical installations.  A tank destruction certificate will be issued 
in the Validation Report.   

6.2 Appropriately Qualified Environmental Consultant 

The works would be overseen and managed by Ground Doctor’s Environmental Engineer, Mr 
James Morrow, who has over 20 years of experience as a contaminated land consultant.  James is a 
CEnvP certified Site Contamination Specialist and has overseen the decommissioning and 
validation of hundreds of UPSS located across NSW.   

7 Similar Projects 

Photographs of similar works conducted by Ground Doctor and AWF are presented as Attachment 
C to illustrate work methodology, size of the tank to be removed and extent of excavation required 
to remove the tank.   

If you have any questions regarding the information presented in this report please contact the 
undersigned on 0407 875 302. 

Kind Regards 

James Morrow 
Environmental Engineer 
Certified Environmental Practitioner No.: 1194 
Site Contamination Specialist No.: SC41087 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachments: 
Attachment A – Site Photographs 

Attachment B – SafeWork NSW Dangerous Goods Records 

Attachment C – Photographs of Similar Projects 



Attachment A

Site Photographs



 
Photograph showing the UPSS area.  The pump / dispenser is situated in the foreground.  The UST is situated directly 

beneath the tape measure (beneath the concrete slab).  The extended tape measure shows the length of the tank 

relative to the building and attached awning.  The vent riser is the steel pipe mounted to the right (southern) side of the 

building façade.  The concrete slab in the UPSS area appears to be more recent than concrete further to the north (left 

in this photo).   



 
Photo showing position of the tank relative to the building.  The tape shows the length of the tank and is located directly 

above the centre of the tank.  The tank extends approximately 0.6m either side of the tape measure (as marked by the 

objects placed at either end of the tape.  The tank pit will be approximately 0.5m from the façade of the building.  The 

fuel dispenser will be situated very close to the tank pit, but will be removed prior to removal of the tank.    



 
Looking northwards across the UPSS area.   

 



 
Photo showing surrounding area.  Machinery will have to be positioned on the road during the works.  We will 

implement a traffic control plan for the works.   



Attachment B

SafeWork NSW Dangerous Goods Records



 

Locked Bag 2906, Lisarow NSW 2252

Customer Experience 13 10 50 

ABN 81 913 830 179 | www.safework.nsw.gov.au

 Our Ref: D21/181231 

9 December 2021 

 
Mr James Morrow 
Ground Doctor Pty Ltd 
James.morrow@grounddoc.com.au 
 
 
Dear Mr Morrow 
 
  

            RE SITE: 24 Cox Street, Lue NSW 2850 
 

I refer to your site search request received by SafeWork NSW requesting information on 
Storage of Hazardous Chemicals for the above site. 

Enclosed are copies of the documents that SafeWork NSW holds on record number           
35/004438 and 35/022069 relating to the storage of Hazardous Chemicals at the above-
mentioned premises. 

For further information or if you have any questions, please call us on 13 10 50 or email 
licensing@safework.nsw.gov.au 

 
Yours sincerely 

Gabriela Draper 

Licensing Representative 

Licensing and Funds, Better Regulation Division 
SafeWork NSW | Customer Service 
p 13 10 50 
e licensing@safework.nsw.gov.au  |  www.safework.nsw.gov.au 

Level 3, 32 Mann Street, Gosford, NSW 2250 
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Divisions "A,” "B7

Name of applicants THOMPSON,
(Surname/®)

Colin Maxwell
(First Names)

Trading Name (if any) THOMPSON*S STORE

Postal Address Postcode

Address of the
premises where
It is intended
to keep explosive®

Cox Street, DUE
Postcode

2744

Occupation

Nature of Premises general store

Explosives
au&
quantities 
intended to 
he kept

aajeaiw
Gunpowder and/or sporting powder and/or nitrate mixtures—kg— ------- —
NUro compound* — — — — — — —kg-----------------
Detonators   __ _ — — _ — —No.---------------
Fireworks _ — — _ — — — —kg-----------------
Safety cartridges — — — — — — —No.—5tLj_0Q0

DESCRIPTION OF PREIG3&S } (Please eompiete baek of form also)

DIVISION A
RillX RitUM AM

a 3-^^
<y?m

Walls
Hoof
Shade roof 
Door(s)
Docks
Dining
Lightning conductor 
.Internal dimensions

DIVISION 0 'Type of premie®#
Position of receptacle
.Receptacle - dimensions .. * »a.. . mm

SAFETY IrIyt>e of premises
CARTRIDGES ].Method of keening

(Dale of Application). (Signature of Applicant).

CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION EPS see letter herein
dated 8/9/77

1»„_____________________________________________ ,__ being an Inspector under the “Explosives Act, 1905,"
do hereby certify that I have inspected the premises described in this application, and that the above is a true 
description of Mich premises. I further certify that such premises comply with the requirements of the said Act,
and the Regulations in force thereunder,are qualified by their situation and construction to belong to Division___ _
and arc suitable for the keeping of the description arid quantity of explosives above specified.
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Division “ A ”—4,000 lb. 0 

detonators; or not rtf
Division “ B ”—300 lb. o' 

detonators; or ’=>«-<-./
Division “ C ”—10c 

detonators; or

C” for the Year ending 30th September, 19
rie^

'e than 20,000 
t<5*l@Eept ...

notMore than 5,000 
totk kept ... 

ion ivt more than 1,000 
to be kept

Fee, 20 shillings.

Fee, xo shillings.

Fee, 10 shilling

GENERAL DIRECTIONS
Bridge-street, Sydney.1. Applications must be forwarded to the Superintendent, Explosives Department, Department of Mines

2. Every application must be accompanied by the Statute Fee. Stamps will not be accepted in payment.
3. The Certificate of Inspection must be signed by an Inspector under the “ Explosives Act,” or Police Officer duly authorised in that

behalf, and, where the premises are situated outside the Metropolitan Area it is requested that such Certificate be obtained prior to forwarditi: 
the application.

I. Name in full of person or") 
firm requiring the license [_ 
and occupying the pre- f 
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6.

3-
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occupation.
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are situated {state here (_ 
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..........................................
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A ” ; 
store

T-he-ppemiGog comprise~a~'det'gdred stotfe exclusivehrapproprufcd iu keeping explosive
Such store is well and substantially built of (1).....................................................
I'oofed with (2).......................................... and has a sufficient lightning conductc
thereto. The door of such store opens outwards and is covered on the offisMe with (3)
........................... The interior of the store (floor, walls, door and roof) i^-Hned with wood,
secured with copper or brass nails or wooden pegs. fThe woper EXPLOSIVES or 
DETONATORS and the quantity to be kept as the case may bp/wre clearly displayed on 
the store in letters at least 3 inches high. Such store is separateetirom “ Protected Works ” 

premises,^ by the distances set out in the Schedule hereunder, and is npt situated below ground in any 
B." mine, or in any underground place or tunnel leading to j>rTrom any quarry, mine, or worksand

for where persons are employed. Separate stores or receptacles,f in accordance with the 
requirements of the Regulations, are provided^for .Detonators and Firewoiks. § The 
following articles have been provided for nsp/m connection with these premises, viz. :— 
{a) one hair broom; (6) one large wooden mallet or soft-metal hammer; (c) one or
more blunt edge wood wedges, or sof metal

leather
driver; {d) two or more pairs large india- 
overshoes—without iron or steel; {e) one

5. Description of premises,

rubber goloshes, or felt overshoes, 
coir mat about 30 in. x 21 in.

The premises comprise, 
wherein a receptacle made 
secured by lock, and hinges and fastenings of copper or brass, is placed in a safe part of the 
premises away from goods of an inflammable nature, and where it will be easy of acces; 
and removal in ca^eof fire, namely.

Division “C.” {Receptacles■{ Such receptacle/is exclusively appropriated to keeping explosives; and has the word 
fo> explosives or detonators) EXPLOSIVESor DETONATORS and the quantity to be kept as the case may be, painted

thereon in/large letters at least 3 inches high. Separate receptacles,^ in accordance with 
the requirements of the Regulations, are provided for keeping Detonators and Fireworks. 
The following articles have been provided for use in connection with these premises, viz.:— 
(ay'one hair broom ; (b) one large wooden mallet, or soft-metal hammer: (r) one or more 

edge
Description of premises for fThe premises comprise..

Safety Cartridges— and the Safety Cartridges arq kept, then 
Division “ C.” (_

7. Explosives and quantities f f Gunpowder, lb
intended to be kept. \or Sporting Powder.

Safety Cartridges, No. of......cS2j...,<9f®^2Fireworl>

:Ni“ro-compounds onators,

lb'

(1) Brick, stone, iron, concrete, or other uninflammable substance, or excavated in solid rock. (2) Same construction as (1). {3) Iron, steel, or other suitable material 
approved by the Superintendent.

* Lightning conductor not necessary in the case of excavations, nor in case of structures to contain 300 lb. explosive or less, or to contain safety cartridges onh%
t Lining and non-exposure of iron or steel not obligatory when only safety cartridges are kept.
$ Includes such explosives as blasting gelatine, gelignite, gelatine dynamite, &c.
§ (d) and (e) not required, and may be struck out if to enter it is unnecessary to place feet inside the magazine or receptacle.
II.Unless fireworks stored exceed boo grains of composition each, such as large rockets, blue, green, and white signal lights, Pain’s patent signals, shells, signal-rockets, 

percussion signal lights, sound signal rockets, socket signals, it will not be necessary to fill in this space. Small fireworks are exempt from operation of the Regulations in 
regard to storage.

Ti A description of the situation and construction of the separate receptacles for the storage of detonators or fireworks should be appended.
** State hOW keDt. i.P.. IT! a lorkprf sfnrP nr iWPnfnnl, nr nnVinal TVirVu.fr r\t- ^



INSPECTION RECORD

Address:.

Storage licensed:

7 ~

~7~

Sketch of Premises (Dimensions of depot and distance of same from adjoining “protected works” to be shown).

/



I, ...................................................;........................ v.... :..... ..................................................................
being ail Inspector under the Inflammable Liquid Act, 1915, do hereby certify that the 
premises or store herein referred to and described is suitable with regard to its situation 
and construction for the safe keeping of inflammable liquid in quantity and nature specified.

Place..................................................... Signature of Inspector....................... 1.............................
Date......... ...................y....r.............

Tables showing Distances which under License must separate Protected
Works prom Depots.

Table I.—Where Mineral Spirit (with or without Mineral Oil) is to be kept: —
Til an underground Tank Depot, in 

quantity exceeding 500 gallons, but 
not exceeding—

In an above-ground Tank Dep6t or 
other Dep6t wholly surrounded by a 
screen wall, in quantity exceeding 100 

gallons, but not exceeding—

In an above-ground Tank Depot or 
other Depdt not wholly surrounded by 
a screen wall in quantity exceeding 100 

gallons, but not exceeding—
Distance not less than--

Gallons. Gallons. Gallons. Feet.
2,000 1,000 250 10
4,000 2,000 500 15

20,000 10,000 2,500 20
40.000 - 20,000 5,000 30
80,000 40,000 10,000 40

Unlimited. 80,000 20,000 50
160,000 40,000 75

Unlimited. 80,ooo ; 100
Unlimited. 150

Table II.—Where Mineral Oil only is kept or to be kept: —
In an underground Tank Depot, in 
quantity exceeding 800-gallons, bur 

not exceeding- —

In an above-ground Tank Depdt or 
other Depot wholly surrounded by a 
screen wall, in quantity exceeding 

800 gallons, but not exceeding —

In an above-ground Tank Depdt, or 
other Depdt not wholly surrounded 

by a screen wall in quantity exceeding 
800 gallons, but not exceeding—

Distance not less than—

Gallons. Gallons. t Gallons. Feet.
4,000 2,000 1,000 - 10
8,000 4,000 • 2,000 15

40,000 20,000 10,000 20
80,000 40,000 20,000 30

180,000 80,000 40,000 40
Unlimited. 160,000 80,000 ' 50

Unlimited. 160,000 75
Unlimited. 100



Registered No.

INFLAMMABLE LIQUID ACT, 1815.

Application for
for the keeping of Inflammable wquic 
Liquid Act, 1915, for the year ending 30 th

-eJUEkfimisee or Store License under Division 
L' Liquid in accordance ^vith the provisions of the

June. 19,
nflammable

DIRECTIONS.
1. Applications must be forwarded to the Chief Inspector of Inflammable Liquids, 

Explosives Department, Department of Mines, Bridge-street, Sydney, and must be accompanied 
by the statutory fee, as set out hereunder

Registration op Premises (Fee 10s.).—For quantities not exceeding 300 gallons of
oil and 100 gallons of spirit, if kept together: or 800 gallons of oil and 100 gallons 
of spirit, if kept in siparat1 depots; or 500 gallons of spirit, if kept in an 
underground tank depot; or 800 gallons of oil and 500 gallons of spirit, if spirit 
is kept in an underground tank depot.

Store License, Div. A (Fee £1). - -For quantities in excess of those stated above,
• but not exceeding 4,000 gallons mineral oil or mineral spirit.

Store License, Div. B (Fee £2).—For quantities exceeding 4,000 gallons.
2. The certificate of inspection o:a back hereof must be signed by an Inspector under 

the Inflammable Liquid Act, 1915, or Police Officer, or other officer duly authorised in that 
behalf, and where the premises are situated outside the Metropolitan Area it is requested that 
such certificate be obtained prior to forwarding application.

4. Description of premises .......................................................
5. Will minora! spirit (benzine, petrol, &c.) bo l:ept in same depot with)

mineral oil (kerosene)? ......................... ......................... >•
6. Will mineral oil be completely surrounded by a screen (fireproof);

wall ? ..................................................................................i
7. Will mineral spirit be completely surrounded by a screen (iireproof)i

wall ? ....................................................................................

8. Will mineral oil be kept in a prescribed underground tank depot ?.

9. Will mineral spirit be kept in a prescribed underground tank depot ?. 
10. Will mineral spirit in quantities exceeding 3 gallons be kept or

used for any industrial purpose ?.............. ..............

11. Particulars of construction of depots and quantities of inflammable liquid, &c„ to-be kept:—

Depot
No.

Construction of Depots.
M i.'vLuuiu Q-EuiUtHW of 

Inflammable Liquid to be 
kept at any one time.

Nature and Quantity of Other Goods to be kept 
in Depot (in case of Licensed Store only).

Walls. Roof. Flour. Mineral Spirit, 
Gallons.

Mineral Oil, 
Gallons.

1 .. .... ... ......
£$).........

2
..ir&o....

3 ;

4

12. Schedule of distances separating depot or depots Eiom protected works (see. tables on other side) •—

Protested Works.

Distance in Feet from Depot..
No. 1 to contain not ex 
eeeding gailon-;

rain, r il spirit and 
gallons mineral oil.

No. 2 to contain not ex 
eeeding gmllms.

mineraf spirit and 
gallons mineral oil.

No. 3 to contain not 
exceeding gallon*

mineral spirit and 
gallons mineral oil.

No. 4 to contain not 
exceeding gallons

mineral spirit and 
gallons mineral oil.

Building in which any person dwells .............................
Building in which persons arc accustomed to assemble 

for the purposes of public concourse, public religious 
worship, public entertainment or amusement, 
education or discussion

Public Offices ...

Stores (bonded or free, or bonded arid free combined) ...

%

'

... .~ , --

...............................-..........................

|



\M B.

App'i, ; Ijn Registration of Peer

o'” ", Register No.,
IHF LANMABLE LIQUID ACT, 1915-Sm _ /

........&..c
c o* Ltnj'r««-nrtT3e7^fvtsTofi... ...or for the transfer,

a tcr-ir', ■ o ame’ridment of any such Registration or License, for the keeping of Inflammable Liquid and/or Dangerous 
Goods, in accordance with the provisions of the Inflammable Liquid Act, 1915-46, for the ensuing year.

EXPLANATORY.
Inflammable Liquid— j q n

Mineral Oil—includes kerosene, miners! turpentine and white spirit (for cleaning), and compositions containing same. ' 4
Mineral Spirit—includes petrol, benzine, benzolene, benzol and naphtha, and compositions containing same.

Dangerous Goods— ^
Class 1.—Acetone, amyl acetate, butyl acetate, carbon bisulphide; any combination of substances^f/a^FinframmaWe character suitable for 

use as an industrial solvent and having a true flashing point of less than 73 degrees Fahrenheit,'1 ' 1 • , , ,
Class 2.—Nitro-ceilulose (also known as “ pyroxylin ” and “ collodion cotton ”) moistened J^ith an alcohol, butyl alcohol (also known as 

“ butanol ”), methylated spirits, vegetable turpentine ; and any liquid or solid conta6|j|i|Smethylated spirits, having a trtffi flashing 
point of less than 150 degrees Fahrenheit. V _ _ jfWj

Class 3.—Nicro-cellulose product. f ^ iTNOVlfl#
Class 4.—Compressed or dissolved acetylene contained in a porous substance. ,1^-

DIRECTIONS. \\v ~*i| M ,, —

1. Applications must be forwarded to the Chief Inspector of Inflammable Liquid, Explosives'Oeparfrrient) Department olLMfMS, Bridge- 
street, Sydney, and must be accompanied by the prescribed fee, as set out hereunder :—

Registration of Premises (Fee, IDs. p.a.)__For quantities not exceeding 300 gallons of mineral oil andT'fuU gallons of mineral spirit, if
kept together ; or 800 gallons of mineral oil and 100 gallons of mineral spirit, if kept in separate depots ; or 500 gallons of mineral spirit, 
if kept in an underground tank depot ; or 800 gallons of mineral oil and SCO gallons of mineral spirit, if mineral spirit is kept in an under
ground tank depot.

in addition to, or in lieu of the above, similar quantities of Dangerous Goods of Classes I and 2 may be kept under the like conditions ; reading 
Dangerous Goods of Class I for the words Mineral Spirit and Dangerous Goods of Class 2 for the words Mineral Oil.

Store License, Div. A (Fee, £1. p.a.).—For quantities in excess of those stated above, but not exceeding 4,000 gallons mineral oil and/or 
mineral spirit, and/or Dangerous Goods of Classes 1 and 2.

Store License, Div. B (Fee, £2. p.a.)—For quantities exceeding 4,000 gallons of mineral oil and/or mineral spirit, and/or dangerous goods 
of Classes I and 2, and/or dangerous goods of Class 3.
For the keeping of Dangerous Goods of Classes 3 and/or 4.

2. The certificate of inspection at foot hereof must be signed by an Inspector under the Inflammable Liquid Act, 1915-1946, or Police Officer, 
or other officer duly authorised in that behalf, and where the premises are situated outside the Metropolitan Area of Sydney, it is requested 
that such certificate be obtained prior to forwarding application.

i. Name in full of occupier ...

I

3. Locality of the premises in which the depot or depots are situated.

/• ol.e.ojf' y a/ ■ikot'tj/'';

4. Nature of^remiscs (Dwelling, Garage, Store, etc.) ...

5. Will mineral spirit be kept in a prescribed underground tank depot ?

6. Particulars of construction of depots and maximum quantities of inflammable liquid and/or Dangerous Goods to be kept at any one time.

Depot
No.

Construction of Depots. Inflam mat le Liquid. Dangerous Goods.

: : Mineral Mineral ‘Class Class Class Class
Walls. j Roof. ; Floor.

a)/u&T^
Spirit.

Gallons.
Oil.

Gallons.
,/oo

I.
Gallons.

2.
Gallons.

3.
lb.

4.
cub. ft.

1
 1 ^>ce=5fW>^ Jfeag.. — — •-----

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

iron

Date of Applications
,/<2tf ... 19 U7 Signature of Applicant. 

Pbstal Address.,

CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION.
A

...... ...raJc??...

eCtdJL.........
... *...

............. ..................being an Inspector under the Inflammable
Liquid Act, 1915-46, do hereby certify that trffe [yemises or store herein referred to and decribed is suitable with regard 
co its situation and construction for the safe keeping of inflammable liquid and/or dangerous goods in quantity and nature 
tnprifiprl _ ^ _



Foiti DGI
C

WORKCOVER AUTHORITY
DANGEROUS GOODS ACT, 1975

APPLICATION F0|.0fe^icf 8$&SNj|^ENT or TRANSFER of LICENCE)*

LICENCE No.

35_00p^3 i

FIDRTHE KEEPING OF DANG

^ TSFEBWI
GOODS

Jftta (* Delete whichever is not required)

Name of Applicant in full (see Item >; t
1 - Explanatory notes - page 4) j\ \ "Thsa/ -FZ v/ FU9AJCUL fills

Trading name or occupier's /f"~ T
name (if any) j [ l~ U ET 3 T~0 V3 /"SI

Postal Address jLve. *5i~~o fi m- 5r l~upostcode^

Address of the premises to be licensed. 
(Including Street No.) CoX ^ Lo-P: p«o=d. a.gs-0

Nature of premises (See Item 2 - 
Explanatory notes - page 4) ' L. U I3 3 V 0 rz I3

Telephone number of applicant STD Code £7 3 3 Number 3 3 L) 4 3 3
Particulars of type of depots and maximum quantities of dangerous goods to be kept at any one time.

Depot
number

Type of depot 
(See item 3 - Explanatory 

notes - page 4)
Storage
capacity

Dangerous goods
C&C

Office use onlyProduct being stored

1 WUETCTMITW
• 3ftWkL J.O&C A. rR. 3133 ft 0 (-

2

3

4

5

6
Taia Entered—

7
23 Apr 9l

8

9

10

11

12

Has site plan been approved by the Yes
Dangerous Goods Branch? 146-

Have premises previously been licensed? Yes
Na

if yes, no plans required.
If no, please attach site plan, or provide sketch plan overleaf. wKicK Keys 'oe&r
cvteckgd, fav; an (Peered^CQVS..«Jn.th.

If, yes, state name of previous occupier, and licence No. (if known)
-3, r,f)U. L.U \cL 5T~Q R 13 3^ OOHHS 9

Name of oil company supplying flammable liquid (if applicable).

Signature of applicant.
For external explosives magazine(s), please fill in page 3.

Date.....1.3..:......3r.........C/

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION
I, being an Inspector under the Dangerous Goods Act, 1975, do hereby certify
that the premises described above do comply with the requirements of the Dangerous Goods Act, 1975, and the Dangerous Goods Regulation 
with regard to their situation and construction for the keeping of dangerous goods of the nature and in the quantity specified.



3S0M'S STORE
Cox Street, LUE 2744

Phone 5 J^>

N? 682

Bushells



Cox Street, LUE 2744
Phone 5

N?

Bushells

'if'i v jfi
xJ/C-<r<.

dL^AAAM^..Lu^L^:...^Q^€..(........A.........................^....................

.................... :................................. .................................a
yl

^/7 &AiS^i...y:.........

^^Lrd.JcAd£il.......ClMQiidSfA
!'

1 ctl f'~ J\ a - "/ffr, n , ^ f, , j
.3&JJU....... QlJkgl......, . . ~w^~..................... ................

Ik '< f' «J- - - (a- *'l t’.-A-'l' ,4-/ "«' /l U > j£ '.- /,t



* a «■** & .* ivi ^ \*ra & § S^KJEK & & IJC» IVCCr ’L/JT* I * ®

STORE LICENCE J INFLAMMABLE LIQUID!--------
AMENDMENT TO REGISTRATION OR LICENCE ) AND/OR DANGEROUS GOODS

Name of Occupier
in full

THOMPSON, Colin Maxwell
(Suraame/s) (First Names in full)

Trading Name (if any) THOMPSONS STORE

Postal Address Postcode

Address of the 
premises in which the 
depot or depots are 
situated

Cox Street, BUS 2744
Postcode

Occupation

Nature of Premises store

Particulars of construction of depots and maximum quantities of inflammable liquid and/or dangerous goods to be kep 
at any one time.

PLEASE SKETCH SITE ON BACK OR ATTACH PLAN

Tank
or Construction of depots * Inflammable Liquid Dangerous Goods

Depot Mineral Mineral Cl ess Class Claas Class Class Class Class
Number Walls Roof Floor spirit oil l 2 3 5A# SB* 9

litres litres litres litres M litres litres litres

1 iron iron cement 500

2 undergo>ound tan £ 2300

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10 •

TOTAL
* ■’ ' ' <

* If kept in tanks describe depots as underground or aboveground tanks.

# Insert water capacity of tanks or cylinders.
Name of Company supplying inflammable liquid ____________________________________ ______________ .
Have premises previously been licensed?___________________________licence No« ...... 4438—11
If known, state name of previous occupier Kenneth. THOMPSON_____________________________

Signature of applicant_________________________________________ Date_________

FOR OFFICE USE ONXY: EFB see letter herein dated 9/11/77

CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION
I,___________ ________ ,_______________________________________.___________________ being an Inspector under th<
Inflammable Liquid Act. 1^15, do hereby certify that the premises or store described above does comply with the 
requirements of that Act and regulations with regard to its situation and construction for the keeping of inflammable 
liquid and/or dangerous goods in quantity and nature specified.

BrandDangerous Goods 
Box 846, P.0.
T) APTiT NOhTTRST 2010

Signature of Inspector 
Date



New South Wales Governments

Dssspoin:® oorlo BrfEishj;

/' ' ■?( .

1 Oxford Street 
Sydney 
PX). Box 846
Darlinghurst, N.S.WJ2010

v' 2 W
Our reference:

Your reference:

Telephone: 2388

Department of Labour and Industry



fa ~ab keeping of Inflammable Liquid and/or uuu ^tJXUU-Cl Yd) VdO/V-S-IO; J.JJ, _______ __

of the Inflammable Liquid Act, 1915-31, for tlie year ending 30th June, ... ...
Inflammable Liquid— EXPLANATORY.

Mineral Oil—includes kerosene, mineral turpentine and white spirit (for cleaning), and compositions containing 
same.

Mineral Spirit—includes petrol, benzine, benzolene, benzol and naphtha, and compositions containing same. 
Dangerous Goods—-

Class I.—Acetone, amylacetate, butylacetate, carbon bi-sulphide; any combination of substances of an inflammable 
character, other than ether alcohol, used as a solvent for nitro-cellulose or other cellulose compound, having 
a true flashing point of less than 73 degrees Fahrenheit.

Class II.—Nitro-cellulose, moistened with an alcohol, methylated spirits, vegetable turpentine and turpentine 
substitutes (other than inflammable liquid); any liquid or solid containing methylated spirits, having a true 
flashing point of less than 150 degrees Fahrenheit.

Class III.—Nitro-cellulose product and celluloid.
Class IV.—Compressed or dissolved acetylene contained in a porous substance.

DIRECTIONS.
1. Applications must be forwarded to the Chief Inspector of Inflammable Liquid, Explosives Department, 

Department of Mines, Bridge-street, Sydney, and must be accompanied by the statutory fee, as set out hereunder :—•
Registration 03? Premises (Fee, 10s.).—For quantities not exceeding 300 gallons of mineral oil and 100 gallons 

of mineral spirit, if kept together; or 800 gallons of mineral oil and 100 gallons of mineral spirit, if kept in 
separate depots; or 500 gallons of mineral spirit, if kept in an underground tank depot; or 800 gallons of 
mineral oil and 500 gallons of mineral spirit, if mineral spirit is kept in an underground tank depot.

In addition to, or in lieu of the above, similar quantities of Dangerous Goods of Classes 1 and 2 may be ke.pt; reading 
Dangerous Goods of Class 1 for the words Mineral Spirit and Dangerous Goods of Class 2 for the words Mineral 
Oil.

Store License, Div. A (Fee, £1).—For quantities in excess of those stated above, but not exceeding 4,000 gallons 
mineral oil and/or mineral spirit, and/or Dangerous Goods of Classes 1 and 2.

Store License, Div. B (Fee, £2).—For quantities exceeding 4,000 gallons of mineral oil and/or mineral spirit, 
and/or dangerous goods of Classes 1 and 2, and/or dangerous goods of Class 3.
For the keeping of Dangerous Goods of Classes 3 and/or 4.

2. The certificate of inspection at foot hereof must be signed by an Inspector under the Inflammable Liquid 
Act, 1915-1931, or Police Officer, or other officer duly authorised in that behalf, and where the premises are situated 
outside the Metropolitan Area it is requested that^uch certificate be obtained prior to forwarding application.

~~ (AW hr„>tc tfo.tf 'T H0MPZW
1. Name in lull of occupier

2. Occupation ......................................................................

3. Locality of the premises in which the depot or depots are situated

4. Nature of premises (Dwelling, Garage, Store, etc.) ..............

5. Will mineral spirit- he kept in a prescribed underground tank depot?

6. Will mineral spirit in quantities exceeding 3 gallons he kept or used
for any industrial purpose ? (State nature of industry.)

SiMTS-Ke-'M’&Y

No. or Name

Street ........

Town

.........Cox*............................

...................L.U.E.....................
n..&.xaJ.......StorZ'

Ve-i
..1.,......................................

7. Particulars of construction of depots and maximum quantities of inflammable liquid and/or Dangerous Goods 
to be kept at any one time.

Depot
No

Construction of Depots. Inflammable Liquid.
s-

Dangerous Goods.

Mineral Mineral Glass Class Class Class
Walls. Roof. Floor. Spirit-. Oil. 1. 2. 3. 4.

Gallons. Gallons. Gallons. Gallons. lb. cub. ft.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

L 'von Tyco Cement ..... /M> /.fro
(tiourtd 'T'anK- .....s.m....
r .....................

Data of Application... J9 Postal Address.....______JtbdL......_ ___

............ ....... ....
CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION.

.being an Inspector under the Inflammable
Liquid Act, 1915-31, do hereby certify that the premises or store herein referred to and described is suitable with regard 
+<■> ;+« situation and construction for the safe keeping of inflammable liquid and/or dangerous goods in quantity and'

jp# • /



INSPECTION RECORD
I

. V
/-

Licensee:

Licence NoT4 ST

~7

Address:

Storage licensed:

Sketch of Premises (Dimensions of depot and distance of same from adjoining “protected works” to be shown).

m/m.

i

<s>

Ce^c/

Inspected Initials Requisitions made or state of depot

/£>-//■' <&/

M1

-

Ml ' 3. - M £M l€

S - * ' ** ^•is/'
-------_______ •_____

\
<

, c^M, )n
C 3 7v> f'C.

QQn-') s',m/04
/ . O^P /ML ^ Cb^ ^(~e> (0 rx $ $ / /» —. -€L^i tO ^ - A



IMPLICATION FOR LICENCE (or AMENDMENT or TRANSFER of LICENCE) FOR THE KEEPING OF 
* . DANGEROUS GOODS

Application is hereby made for—a
*a licence (or amendment of the licence) 
* the-transfer-oLtheircerrce

premises described below.
(♦delete whichever is not required)

for the keeping of dangerous goods in or on the

FEE: $10.00 per Depot

Name of Applicant in full 
(see over)

*4-r? a* . • /(( /f /f ,,, /» j.'j
Surname.....{...£LfeC2:^l.L_t:2M...............  Given Names........................._____________________ _

g-fiaT P/flP/Tri 1138
Trading name or occupier’s 

name (if any) . ’ '(3>T€)#d-£f *

Postal address ( A/Cf# Postcode

Telephone number of applicant STD Code Number -‘H ^

Address of the premises in or on 
which the depot or depots are 
situated (including street 
number, if any) /\/l/A' Postcode

Nature of premises (see over)

(PLEASE ATTACH SITE PLAN'A

Particulars of type of depots and maximum quantities of dangerous goods to be kept at any one time.

Depot
number

Type of depot 
(see over)

Storage
capacity

Dangerous goods

Product being stored c &c
Office use only

1
L'f fy f //AAA%, . •- 9 - o~ZO' aS

2
;

I

3 j
1 I

4
'

i;■
5 ;

6 1
i i

7

8

9

: 10

n

12 ! |

Name of company supplying flammable liquid (if any) /& rk'ti'L V-L

Have premises previously been licensed?

If known, state name of previous occupier Licence No.

Signature of applicant........
For external explosives magazine(s), please fill m side 2.

/
/

Date.. :..£i

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION

Af
I, CA-'C- Q> v w r ~ being an Inspector under the Dangerous Goods Act,
1975, do hereby certify that the premises described above do comply with the requirements of the Dangerous.Goods Act, 
1975, and the Dangerous Goods Regulation with regard to their situation and construction for tJie(keepin§/of dangerous
SOOds of the nature nnrl in the nnantifv cnpeifioH jn._. L . . .



oM

jrm DGI
Off ,T).

WORKCOVER AUTHORITY
DANGEROUS GOODS ACT, 1975

APPLICATION FOR LICENCE (or AMENDMENT or TRANSFER of LICENCE)* 
FOR THE KEEPING OF DANGEROUS GOODS

LICENCE No.

35 -O0W3t.

3 , go : Delete whichever is not required)

Name of Applicant in full (see Item ^,
1 - Explanatory notes - page 4)/f' 7/3/-jSw *■

Trading name or occupier’s * ['
name (if any) j\J \

fMfvDGZ/ . AAm/AA/jiG - M/-

Postal Address V* f/f /' AMAa/ • A/g/G/’'- ,<70&c/cs/~. ^/MA/zA/G . PuSlC0d^O^

Address of the premises to be licensed. 
(Including Street No.) |

Mg - AfM/Mz Postcode / /l

Nature of premises (See Item 2 - 
Explanatory notes - page 4)

f. f. - ;

{T/zZ/GG/nG ,J%Mzz - /gMg&'G- ASA^/e^

Telephone number of applicant STD Code ^ - / 7^<; - Number

Particulars of type of depots and maximum quantities of dangerous goods to be kept at any one time.

Depot
number

Type of depot 
(See item 3 - Explanatory 

notes - page 4)
Storage
capacity

Dangerous goods
c&c

Office use only

gg1 . non.
Product being stored

- T5 D
1 n /) , 

/)&//-/)' /jGz C , /A?MA - fL oGO.Gg
2

yy

3

4

5
. s

6 /aSs^W5 - "" Ht ' A/i / 7 y gA/Azk/u /maz •
7

/ / *
8 A/e /§>/ A/A4 DG§0 4G1 G X /Gy
9 ,.............

10 M/fG/fGm ■ GA-GAg ^5

11 0

hr\s.__ ^ Ml 1 * n •
12

V... G J U l 11. J J

Has site plan been approved by the Yes k
Dangerous Goods Branch? No

If yes, no plans required.
If no, please attach site plan, or provide sketch plan overleaf,

If, yes, state name of previous occupier, and licence No. (if known)Have premises previously been licensed? Yes
fA ^ Jn. /37a , Z"^ at Gip- fz "/A - ’GGi'A/j ,

Name of oil company supplying flammable liquid (if applicable).

j/ ■/} ■ ffi/mr/fz/G '/VI i'-s/i o

7J>

->vs/z
GA/wm/- --

ITT

Signature of applicant,
For external explosives magazine(s), please fill in page 3.

'/Date

CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTIONFOR OFFICE USE ONLY

I, being an Inspector under the Dangerous Goods Act, 1975, do hereby certify
that the premises described above do comply with the requirements of the Dangerous Goods Act, 1975, and the Dangerous Goods Regulation 
with regard to their situation and construction for the keeping of dangerous goods of the nature and in the quantity specified.

Signature of Inspector.. Date.. (1)



WorkCover Authority 
D a n g ta rotas Goods S e c t i 
5th Frlr 1 Rosebery (- 
ROSEBERY IMSW 2018 

Ph. (02) 287 6111 
(02) 287 6252

DS,/ISSUED UNDER AND SUBJECT TO f 
1*975 AMD REGULATIONS THEREUIMDEfI

L :i. cert see
CAMDEN ELECTRICAL P/L 
LUE GENERAL STORE 
1 JOHN DAVEY AYE 
CRONIJLLA 2230

Lic:ence No. 35004438 Epiry da 1 e .1.5/ 1 /91 Na. of Depa 1 s

Pr em i ses ]. icen sed t o k eep dan g e r ous g oads ' 
COX ST 
LUE 2850

D e t. a i I s o f D e p o t s

Depot. Depot Goods Stored
No. Type in Depot

1 U / G T a n k F ]. a (it m a b 1 e L i q u i d

Quantity 
Kg /L i tr es / No.

2, 000

PLEASE RETAIN AS PROOF OF LICENCE 
Issued by Chief Inspector of Dangerous Goods on 30/07/90.

.or,
We

ruE

l



Attachment C

Photographs of Similar Projects



 
A 2200L tank at Bellingen Ambulance Station.  The two steel lids in the driveway are the fill point and dip point for the 

tank.  The tank at the proposed Lue Café has a single fill/dip point situated over the centre of the tank.   

 
The tank after removal.  The tank will be approximately 1.2m diameter and 2.2m long.   



 
The excavation required to remove the tank only has to be marginally bigger than the tank footprint.  This photo shows 

the extent of excavation to remove the tank and surrounding backfill sand to allow validation sampling of surrounding 

and underlying soil.   

 



 
Backfilled excavation at the completion of tank removal and validation sampling.   

 
In 2016 Ground Doctor and AWF removed a UPSS from an old general store at Baradine, NSW.  The UPSS was situated in 

the footpath beneath the awning of an adjacent building.  The UPSS was comprised of 3 tanks including two 2200L tanks 

and one 4500L tank.   



 
The awning was propped for added stability as the awning footing had potential to be undermined.  The tanks were 

uncovered and carefully removed from beneath the awning 

 
Excavations following removal of the tanks.  A Telstra conduit was located over the ends of the tanks and was not 

damaged during the works.   



 
Photo showing limited clearance around the removed UPSS.   
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